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ABBREVIATIONS

Standard abbreviations for names of organizations, ALA, ACRL, LC, etc., are alphabetized as if spelled out. Other abbreviations:

appt. — appointment
cat.(s) — catalog(s)
coll. — college
ed. — editor, edition
L(s), ln.(s) — library(ies), librarian(s)
port. — portrait
ref. — reference
rec. — review( er)
s (before page numbers) — CRL News issues
univ. — university

A

Acquisitions, s11; s39; s74; s109; s139; s171-72; s191; s274-75; s305-06; s344-46
"Activities and opportunities of univ. Ins. for full participation in the educational enterprise," Kellam and Barker, 195-99
Administrative Organization of Annual Review of Information Anglo-American Cataloguing Appointments, s17-20; s46-49; s74-81; s120-21; s154; s185; 198; s283-86; s312-13; s353-58; s391, 393-94
ACRL Board of Directors, meeting. Jan. 8-9, 1968, brief of minutes, s87; s89; 1968, brief of minutes, s259-65
ACRL, Coll. Ls. Section, Committee on Non-Western Resources, s71
ACRL, Executive Secretary, letter, s247-48
ACRL grants, s6-8; s241, 243
ACRL Junior Coll. Ls. Section, chairman's newsletter, s133-34
ACRL, Junior Coll. Ls. Section, Information Center, s167, 168-70
ACRL, Junior Coll. Ls. Section officers (Nominees), 1968/69, s131
ACRL meeting, Kansas City, June, 1968, proposed program, s69, 91-97; Midwinter Meetings, s365, 367-68; conference notes, s163, 165-66; s251-53
ACRL officers, 1968/69, s267-68
ACRL officers (nominees), 1968/69, s5
ACRL, Rare Books Section, Manuscripts Collections Subsection, s244
ACRL report to ALA Council, June, 1968, s213-18
ACRL, section and subsection committee chairmen, s341
ACRL, Meeting, Bal Harbour, Jan. 1968, brief of minutes, s101-05; meeting, Kansas City, June 22, 1968, brief of minutes, s136-27
Association of Southeastern Research Ls., meeting, Jan. 8, 1968, brief of minutes, s107-08
“Attitudes of Wisconsin State Univ. System Ins. towards the ALA Standards for Col. Ls.,” Blankenship, 195-99

B

Bailey, George M., “From the ACRL Executive Secretary,” s247-48; resignation, s163; appt. & port., s194-95
Banks, Paul N., rev., 315-16
Barker, Dale L., “Activities and opportunities of univ. Ins. for full participation in the educational enterprise,” 195-99
Beadus, John Robert, Canadian Provincial Ls., rev. of, 444-45
Beatty, William K., rev., 63-64
Beckett, Fleming, rev., 517
Berkeley, Bernard, Floors: Selection and Maintenance, rev. of, s5
Bernier, Richard C., “Observations on archivists, Ins., and the National Union Cat. of Manuscript Collections,” 278-80; erratum, 507
Berriman, S. G., British Public L. Buildings, rev. of, 321
Bibliography, Current State and Future Trends, Downs and Jenkins, ed., rev. of, 317-19
Blackburn, Robert T., “Coll. Ls. —indicted failures: some reasons—and a possible remedy,” 171-77
Blake, Fay M., “Tenure for the academic Ins.,” 502-04
Blanchard, J. R., “Planning the conversion of a coll. to a univ.,” 297-302
Blankenship, W. C., “Attitudes of Wisconsin State Univ. System Ins. towards the ALA Standards for Col. Ls.,” 195-99
Boaz, Martha, rev., 319-20
“The bottomless pit, or the academic L. as viewed from the administration building,” Munn, 51-54
Braden, Irene A., “The separately housed undergraduate ins.,” 281-84
Briggs, Donald R., “Gift appraisal policy in large research ins.,” 507-08
British Public L. Buildings, Berriman and Harrison, rev. of, 321
Broads, Robert N., “The problem of dates in bibliographic citations,” 387-92
Brooks, Harley C., appt. & port., s283
Brown, George W., EDUNET: a Report of the Summer Study on Information Networks Conducted by the International Communications Council, rev. of, 159-60
Science by Some Eminent and Experienced Lns. of India, Sen, ed., rev. of, 446-47

Q

"Question-negotiation and information seeking in Is.," Taylor, eds., 174-81

Quick, Richard, appt., s195

R

Raking the Historic Coals: the A.L.A. Scrapbook of 1876, Halley, rev. of, 320-21

"Reclassification in the Is. of the Great Lakes Colleges Association," Gaines, 292-96

"Reference books," Sheehy, 65-72; 323-32

Reichmann, Felix, rev., 317-19

"Relations between historical researchers and custodians of source materials," Rundell, 466-76

The Research Triangle of North Carolina, Wilson, rev. of, 240-41

Retirements, s49; s81; s121; s154; s229; s268; s327; s356; s394

Rhodes, Dennis E., ed., Victor Scholderer, Fifty Essays in Fifteenth and Sixteenth-Century Bibliography, rev. of, 236-37


Ritzman, Dean F., appt. & port., s45

Roberts, Matt, "Counters, turnstiles, electronic devices and the illusion of security," 259-75

Robertson, R. E. et al., Developing a Computer-Based Information System, rev. of, 316-17

Routh, S. J., "On the indexing of anthropological journals," 313-14

Rundell, Walter, Jr., "Relations between historical researchers and custodians of source materials," 466-76

Russell, John R., rev. of, 446-47

S

Schlecker, Charles, rev., 520

"The selection of academic I. materials, a literature survey," Lane, 364-72

Sen, N. B., ed., Progress of Is. in Free India; Being a Symposium on L. Science by Some Eminent and Experienced Lns. of India, rev. of, 446-47

"The separate undergraduate I.," Mills, 144-56

"The separately housed undergraduate I.," Braden, 281-84

70 Years of Best Sellers, 1895-1965, Hackett, rev. of, 319-20

"Shared mobile I. collections," McLean, 27-29

Sheehy, Eugene P., "Selected ref. books," 65-72; 323-32


Silver, Rollo G., The American Printer, 1778-1825, rev. of, 240

Sitzman, Glenn L., "Uganda's univ. I." 200-09, 212

Skipper, James E., appt. & port., s79

Smith, Eldred, "Out-of-print booksearching," 303-09

"Some circulation data from a research I.," Truewell, 493-95

Southwest Academic L. Consortium, s108

Spyers-Duran, Peter, "Faculty studies: a survey of their use in selected Is.," 55-61

Srygley, Ted, rev., 445-46

Statistics, 1966/67, s29, 31, 33-34

"Status of academic Is. in retrospect," Downs, 253-58

"The status of Is. in four-year state colls. and univs.," Madan, Hetzer and Strong, 381-86


Stokes, Katherine M., "The status of Is. in four-year state colls. and univs.," 381-86

Strong, Marilyn, "The status of Is. in undergrad. colls. and univs.," 381-86

Subbarao, M. Susan, "The place of I. resources in doctoral programs," 424-30


Taylor, Desmond, "Classification trends in junior coll. ls.," 351-56

Taylor, Robert S., "Question-negotiation and information seeking in Is.," 178-94

"Tenure for the academic Lns.," Vavrek, 508-10

Thomas, J. Donald, appt. & port., s311-12

T


Taylor, Desmond, "Classification trends in junior coll. ls.," 351-56

Taylor, Robert S., "Question-negotiation and information seeking in Is.," 178-94

"Tenure for the academic Lns.," Blake, 502-04

"A theory of ref. service," Vavrek, 508-10

"The university Lns.," 101-03

Thompson, Lawrence S., rev., 517-18

"The title cat.: a third dimension," Nitecki, 431-36

Toombs, Kenneth E., appt. & port., s16-17

Trueswell, Richard W., "Some circulation data from a research I.," 493-95

Trumpeter, Margo, "Non-Ins. in the academic I.," 461-65

U

"Uganda's univ. I.," Sitzman, 200-09, 212

University Ls. for Developing Countries, Gelland, rev. of, 444

"The university I. committee," Kilpela, 141-43

Upper Mississippi Academic L. Association, 5352

V

Vavrek, Bernard F., "A theory of ref. service," 506-10

Vensenyi, Paul E., "Indexing in source," 490-02

Victor Scholderer, Fifty Essays in Fifteenth and Sixteenth-Century Bibliography, Rhodes, ed., rev. of, 236-37

W

Wall, Carol, "Foreign press and academic Is.," 213-16

Wasserman, Paul, "Professionalism reconsidered," 5-26

Wasson, Woodrow W., "Organizing and administering a univ. archives," 109-16

Wikander, Lawrence E., appt. & port., s153-54

Williams, Edwin E., rev., 444-45

Wilson, Adrian, The Design of Books, rev. of, 443-44

Wilson, Louis R., The Research Triangle of North Carolina, rev. of, 240-41

Woods, Bill M., rev., 321-22

Wynne, Marjorie G., rev., 158-59

Y

Yang, Teresa S., "American I. resources on Asia," 477-82

Yang, Winston L. Y., "American I. resources on Asia," 477-82

Z

Z-30 Standards Committee, meeting, Apr. 5, 1968, Chapel Hill, N.C., report, s198-202

Zachert, Martha Jane K., "The implications of oral history for Is."

101-03